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Abstract 
Peer-to-peer (P2P) networking is a distributed application architecture that partitions the workloads between peers. P2P networks 
can be divided into two categories: structured peer to peer networks in which the peers are connected by standard topology, and 
unstructured peer to peer system in which peers are connected by a illogical topology. The main aim of this work is to propose a 
new hybrid peer to peer system for distributed data sharing which joins the benefits of both peer to peer networks and diminishes 
their drawbacks. Reliability maintenance is broadcasting their primary file to its model. Adaptive consistency maintenance 
algorithm (ACMA) maintains that time to time question the file owner to update the file due to minimum number of models 
reliability is very low. Top Caching (TC) algorithm facilitate to increase the system performance and to make a fully distributed 
cache for most admired information. Our caching scheme can deliver lower query delay, better load balance and higher cache hit 
ratios. It effectively relieves the over-caching problems for the most popular objects. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Peer to peer is an approach to computer networking where all computers share equivalent responsibility for 
processing data. Peer-to-peer networking (also known simply as peer networking) differs from client-server 
networking, where certain devices have responsibility for providing or "serving" data and other devices consume or 
otherwise act as "clients" of those servers. Nodes in a P2P network normally play equal roles; therefore, these nodes 
are also called peers. The P2P participants join or leave the P2P system requently; hence, P2P networks are dynamic 
in nature. Each link in a P2P overlay corresponds to a sequence of physical links in the underlying network [1], [6].  
 
Characteristics of a Peer Network  
Peer to peer networking is common on small local area networks (LANs), particularly home networks. Both wired 
and wireless home networks can be configured as peer to peer environments. Computers in a peer to peer network 
run the same networking protocols and software. Peer networks are also often situated physically near to each other, 
typically in homes, small businesses or schools. Some peer networks, however, utilize the Internet and are 
geographically dispersed worldwide.  
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Home networks that utilize broadband routers are hybrid peer to peer and client-server environments. The router 
provides centralized Internet connection sharing, but file, printer and other resource sharing is managed directly 
between the local computers involved.  
Based on whether a regular topology is maintained among peers, peer-to-peer networks can be divided into two 
categories: structured peer-to peer networks in which peers are connected by a regular topology, and unstructured 
peer-to-peer networks in which the network topology is arbitrary. Hence, neither structured peer-to-peer networks 
nor unstructured peer-to-peer networks can provide efficient, flexible, and robust service alone [11].  
In this paper, we propose a hybrid peer-to peer system for distributed data sharing which combines the structured 
and unstructured peer-to peer networks. In the proposed hybrid system, a structured ring-based core network forms 
the backbone of the system and multiple unstructured peer to peer networks are attached to the backbone and 
communicate with each other through the backbone. The core-structured network provides an accurate way to 
narrow down the queried data within a certain unstructured network, while the unstructured networks provide a low 
cost mechanism for peers to join or leave the system freely.  
The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:  
 
Propose a hybrid peer-to-peer system for distributed data sharing. It utilizes both the efficiency of the structured 
peer-to-peer network and the flexibility of the unstructured peer-to-peer network, and achieves a good balance 
between the efficiency and flexibility.  
To maintain consistency, we use Adaptive file consistency algorithm for hybrid P2P system so that periodically the 
file owner to update the file due to number of replicas consistency overhead is very low.  
To increase the performance of hybrid P2P, Top Caching (TCS) algorithm is used to build a fully distributed cache 
for popular information in P2P systems. It effectively relieves the over caching problems for the most popular 
objects.  
 
II. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS PAPER  
 
Many peer-to-peer networks have been proposed for different applications in the literature, see, for example [1], [3], 
[5], [7], [9]. In this paper, we focus on peer-to-peer networks for efficient distributed data (file) sharing among 
peers. There have been several approaches to cope with network heterogeneity. The most popular way is to cluster 
peers, and select a super peer in each cluster as a local server to manage the cluster  
as well as to index objects in the cluster.Intra-cluster communication and lookup can therefore be efficiently done 
via the super peer of a cluster. The super peers also form an overlay to facilitate intercluster communication. The 
overlay is typically unstructured, e.g., KaZaA, Gia (Chawathe et al., 2003), and recent versions of gnutella.  
 
A. In [5], the authors propose a hybrid peer-to-peer system, which treats rare and popular data items differently. 
Some “ultrapeers” form a structured peer-to-peer network, which is responsible for caching the rare data. Each 
ultrapure has multiple attached leaf peers. Data lookup is first performed through the conventional flooding method. 
If not successful, the query is reissued to an ultrapeer as a DHT data lookup. It is somewhat similar to the hybrid 
system proposed in this paper. However, the main difference is that in [16], the structured overlay was used as a 
supplement for unsuccessful flooded data lookup.  
 
B. In [1], they proposed a hybrid peer-to-peer system that combines both the structured peer to- peer network and 
the unstructured peer-to peer networks to form a two-tier hierarchy to provide efficient and flexible distributed data  
 
sharing service. The hybrid peer-to-peer system can utilize both the efficiency of the structured peer-to-peer network 
and the flexibility of the unstructured peer-to-peer network and achieve a good balance between them. However, a 
disadvantage is that they did not focused on the consistency and caching the data.  
 
C. YAPPER [9] combines both structured peer-topeer networks and unstructured peer-to-peer networks to provide a 
scalable lookup service over an arbitrary topology. Both data keys and peers are hashed to different buckets or 
colors.  
 
Data is stored in the peer in the same color.Finally, all the peers in the same color will be checked. However, 
YAPPERS is designed for efficient partial lookup that only returns partial values of data. For a complete 
lookup,YAPPERS still needs to flood the request to all peers that are in the same color as the data.  
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D. Envoy [3] is a two-layer P2P network where a structured overlay is build on top of an unstructured one. The 
purpose of using the twolayer architecture is to combine the advantage of each structure and create synergy. 
Structured overlay, on the other hand, guarantees every search to be completed in bounded steps,typically in 
logarithmic of the network size.Therefore, by combining the two structures,both popular and rare/distant objects can 
be effectively and efficiently located.  
 
III.OUR IDEA  
 
In this section, we first give an overview of the new hybrid peer-to-peer system. We describe how to maintain the 
peer-to-peer network topology when peers join and leave the system. Then, we describe how to insert and look up 
data items in the system. Finally describe the consistency and caching scheme in the hybrid P2P system.  
 
A. Creation of Hybrid P2P System:  
 
The new hybrid peer-to-peer system is composed of two parts: a core transit network and many stub networks, each 
of which is attached to a node in the core transit network. The core transit network, called t-network, is a structured 
peer-topeer network, which organizes peers into a ring. We call peers in the t-network t-peers. Each t-peer is 
assigned a peer ID (p_id). Each t-peer maintains two pointers, which point to its successor and predecessor, 
respectively.  
A stub network, called s-network, is a Gnutella-style unstructured peer-to-peer network.The topology of an s-
network is arbitrarily formed. Each s-network is attached to a t-peer and this peer belongs to both the t-network and 
the snetwork.One thing to mention about the s-network is that the topology of an s-network is a tree instead of a 
mesh. Fig. 1 shows the overview of the proposed hybrid peer-to-peer system.  
Fig 1: Creation of Hybrid P2P systems  
The basic idea behind the hybrid peer-to peer system is that the t-network is used to provide efficient and accurate 
service while the s-network is used to provide approximate best-effort service to accommodate flexibility. Peers can 
join either t-network or s-network directly. The hybrid system can effectively reduce the topology maintenance 
overhead caused by peer joining or leaving. In this paper, we focus on applying the hybrid peer-to-peer system to 
distributed data sharing. A data item is represented by a (key, value) pair. A key is a label or name of the data, such 
as a file name, while a value is the content associated with the key, such as a file. A peer uses operation store (key, 
value) to insert the data item into the system and operation lookup (key) to obtain the value of the data item. Here, 
we only consider exact-match data lookup.  
In the distributed data sharing [2],[4] [10],[13], the consistency of the data needs to be focused because there are two 
different networks are built on single. Maintaining consistency between frequently updated or even infrequently 
updated files and their replicas is a fundamental reliability requirement for a P2P system. P2P systems  
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are characterized by dynamism, in which node join and leave continuously and rapidly. Moreover, replica nodes are 
dynamically and continuously created and deleted. For consistency maintenance, we introduce an algorithm for 
hybrid network, which is known as Adaptive File Consistency Algorithm (AFCA).  
1. Polling frequency Determination: AFCA employs a linear increase multiplicative decrease algorithm in which 
frequently modified files is polled more frequently than relatively static files.  
We assign the time-to-refresh (TTR) value with each replica [2]. The TTR denotes the next time instant a node 
should poll the owner to keep its replica updated. The value is increased by an additive amount if the file doesn’t 
change between successive polls.  
TTR=TTRold + α ------------ (1)  
where α,α>0 is an additive constant. In the event the file is updated since the last poll, the TTR value is reduced by a 
multiplicative factor:  
TTR= TTRold/β ------------ (2)  
where β,β> 1, is the multiplicative decrease constant. In this proposed algorithm takes as input two parameters: 
TTRmin and TTRmax, which represent lower and upper bounds on the TTR values. Values that fall outside these 
bounds are set to  
TTR=max (TTRmin, min (TTRmax,TTR)) ---(3)  
Generally, the algorithm begins by initializing  
TTR = TTRmin = ∆t ------------ (4)  
2 Adaptive polling reduction: In addition to the file  
change rate, file query rate is also a main factor to consider in consistency maintenance. We use TTRquery and 
TTRpoll to denote the next time instant of corresponding Operation of a file.  
AFCA Algorithm  
//operation at time instance Tpoll  
if there a query for the file then  
include a polling request into the  
query for a file f  
else  
send out the polling request  
if get a validation reply from file owner then  
{  
if the file is valid then  
TTR =TTRold + α  
if the file is stale then {  
TTR= TTRold /β  
Update the file replica}  
if TTR> TTRmax or TTR< TTRmin then  
TTR=max(TTRmin,min (TTRmax,TTR))  
if TTR<Tquery then  
TTRpoll =Tquery  
else  
TTRpoll = TTR}  
Caching Algorithm:  
A Hybrid P2P caching system [6], [8], [12],[14], [15] should take into account dynamic characteristics of peers. 
Unlike static dedicated caches, peers may join or leave a P2P network dynamically. Therefore, the system should 
minimize the management overheads and the performance degradation caused by dynamic participation of peers.  
Top-caching (TC) Algorithm:  
While k K and X has not obtained j:  
1. X uses substrate to determine i, the kth place  
winner for j  
2. X requests j from i.  
• Node i update (i).  
• If node i already has j, node i sends j to X;  
stop.  
• If node i does not have j but it should, i  
gets j, stores j and evicts files if necessary. Node i  
send j to X.  
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3. k = k + 1  
 
 
IV. CONCLUSION  
 
In this paper, we have proposed a hybrid peer-to-peer system that combines both the structured peer-to-peer network 
and the unstructured peer-to-peer networks to provide efficient and flexible distributed data sharing service. Hence, 
the hybrid system has less lookup latency and higher data lookup efficiency. Top Caching (TC) algorithm is used for 
caching the most popular and rare data items. Nevertheless, it also helps to boost the system performance. Our 
caching scheme can deliver lower query delay,better load balance and higher cache hit ratios. It effectively relieves 
the over-caching problems and to balance the load of the hosting peer when many peers request popular data.  
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